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December 21, 2018 
 
Rep. Cesar Sarmiento 
Chairman 
Committee on Transportation 
House of Representatives 
Constitution Hills 
Quezon City 
 
Dear Rep. Sarmiento:  

        We are grateful that the House Committee on Transportation is taking an 
active interest in addressing pressing transportation and logistics issues affecting 
international trade, which represent a major part of the economy. Various policy 
reforms to create a more balanced international trade for the country have been 
made. However, at present, there is a very trade imbalance between full 
containers being imported and full containers being exported. Long term 
solutions are needed to address this, but, in the short-term, both government and 
the private sector should address the following issues: 

1. Vessels in Manila Bay are waiting for discharge at the Port of Manila 
between 3 and 7 days. The Port of Batangas is nearly at full capacity. 
Only Subic is able to handle more vessels. 
 

2. Due to the significant amount of empty containers waiting for space 
allocation in container yards, the chassis of trucks are clogged with 
empty containers.   

 
3. With insufficient container yard space within acceptable distances 

near the Port of Manila being provided by shipping lines, trucks are 
unable to discard enough empty containers and thus cannot pick up 
full containers from the ports.  With no trucks/chassis available to 
load full containers, these full containers pile up at the ports, leading 
to port congestion.  
 

4. Unfortunately, government failed to rule and clarify who is incharge 
on the government side and to determine who is responsible and 
liable for resulting costs for double handling and delays on the private 
side. 
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5. As a result, shipping lines still charge exorbitantly high demurrage and 

detention charges for late delivery of empty containers, but fail to manage 
their empty containers in such a way that sufficient space is made available 
by contracted yards. 

 
Government and the private sector should work together proactively to solve the 

aforementioned issues. In this context, the JFC submits a number of recommendations to 
address the present problem: 

 
1. While a number of additional container yards have been created and are 

being created, more emphasis should be put on shipping lines moving 
empty containers out of the port area of Manila. Shipping lines should be 
obliged to move empty containers out to Batangas and Subic, or send 
sweeper vessels to remove the empty containers from Philippine Customs 
territory within the regulatory timeframe of 90 days. Currently, the BOC is 
not enforcing this rule against overstaying empty containers.  

 
2. Resolve the conflict of interest of the PPA as both an operator and 

regulator by transferring all regulatory powers to MARINA. This is explained 
in the recently published Arangkada Seaports and Shipping policy brief 
(attached). Rep. Arthur Yap has filed a bill pursuant to this (HB 8005). 

 
3. Empower MARINA to control and regulate foreign shipping lines to 

enforce the International Commercial Terms of Trade (INCO), 
specifically for freight prepaid shipments, as well as adherence to Philippine 
laws, including restrictions on direct and indirect liens.  

 
4. MARINA should be empowered to prevent discriminatory, undefined 

destination charges and assist the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the 
Bureau of Customs to define and collect applicable taxes for local services 
rendered and charged and “cost of transport,” as defined in the CMTA. 

 
5. MARINA should clarify with shipping lines the specific nature of 

services rendered against these charges and the contractual 
relationships with consignees, specifically on freight prepaid INCO terms. 

 
6. MARINA should define who is responsible to provide sufficient space 

for the return of empty containers and who will be liable for damages if 
space is insufficient.  MARINA should also be able to determine the 
reasonableness of the detention and demurrage charges of shipping lines. 

 
7. Shipping lines calling at the port of Manila carrying cargo for both port 

operators (ATI + ICTSI) encounter double customs clearances, red tape, and 
delays. The solution would be to have a singular customs administration 
for all port operators in the Port of Manila. Such practice is common in 
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other ports outside of the country. This will lead to less dwell time of vessels 
and reduce documentation and clearance processes. 

 
8. Seized and abandoned containers comprise about 10% of Manila Port 

terminal capacity. The BOC should urgently facilitate the disposition of these 
containers or transfer them to the new customs-bonded terminal in Angat, 
Bulacan. 

 

Twenty and forty foot containers stacked (up to 9 containers high).   Such a way of storage in full container 
yards pose threats to safety. 

 
9.  To further help decongest ports, the Bureau of Customs should consider 

allowing conditional release of shipments that are subject to mandatory 
Bureau of Standard certifications and allow mandatory testing to be done at 
the importer’s warehouse, provided that a cash bond not less than the value 
of the shipment would be raised by the importer. This would enable the BOC 
to forfeit the bond should the importer sell the imported goods prior to 
mandatory testing. 

 
The JFC is a coalition of the American, Australian-New Zealand, Canadian, European, 

Japanese, and Korean chambers and PAMURI. We represent over 3,000 member companies 
engaged in over $100 billion worth of trade and some $30 billion worth of investments in the 
Philippines. The JFC supports and promotes open international trade, increased foreign 
investment, and improved conditions for business to benefit both the Philippines and the 
countries the JFC members represent. 
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Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attached: Arangkada Seaports and Shipping Policy Brief 
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